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T

HE global economy appears to be settling into a new normal of modest growth in developed economies, stabilization of growth in emerging economies, and a decline in systemic risks emanating from
policy mistakes. On the other hand, geopolitical risks appear to have reared their heads lately to a degree
we haven’t seen in some time. Troubles in Ukraine, Iraq, and the South China Sea have led to concern
about the potential impact on economic outcomes. Still, financial market volatility has been unusually
low lately, which suggests that the global investment community is either less concerned about potential risks—or perhaps, just a bit jaded by the events of the past decade. In any event, our global group of
economists has interesting opinions as to where we go from here.
In our first article, Patricia Buckley takes a decidedly optimistic stance on the outlook for the US
economy. Although the economy took a sharp dive in the first quarter, Patricia notes that this was principally driven by very bad weather. The factors that drive longer-term growth remain positive. In fact,
removing the negative impact of trade and inventory accumulation (both of which were especially hurt
by the weather) demonstrates that domestic demand continued to grow in the first quarter.
Alexander Börsch writes that the Eurozone is “sending mixed signals.” On the one hand, sentiment is
improving. On the other, deflation remains a risk, and growth is clearly insufficient. Alexander says that
the future performance of the Eurozone will depend, in large part, on the effectiveness of the new monetary policy of the ECB. Moreover, he notes that declining productivity growth and an aging population
are reducing the ability of Europe’s economy to grow.
In our third article, I discuss how the Chinese government is struggling to balance a desire to maintain adequate growth with a desire to avoid further financial imbalances. As such, the government has
eased restrictions on credit while, at the same time, attempting to slow further growth of the shadow
banking system. In addition, I discuss the potential for a bursting of the housing bubble and what this
would mean for policymakers.
Next, I discuss the Japanese economy. The long-term success of “Abenomics” will depend on the
degree to which the government engages in deregulation and free trade. As such, the government’s recent
announcement of more specific plans warrants interest. In this article, I examine these proposals and
discuss their potential impact.
In our next article, Rumki Majumdar examines the new situation in India. Specifically, she notes the
historic results of the recent election. She also discusses the general plans of the new government for economic reforms. Although the election boosted confidence, as evidenced by equity prices, the economy
still faces considerable challenges, including inflation. Central bank policy remains focused on inflation.
Rumki notes that monetary policy alone is not sufficient to shift economic performance in India.
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United States

USA

A major first-quarter
stumble, but future prospects
remain undimmed
By Dr. Patricia Buckley

For the second time during this recovery, US GDP
goes negative. Time to worry? No.

A

LTHOUGH an economic contraction is
never a positive event, when it is caused by
factors unlikely to carry over into future quarters, concern over the health and direction of
the economy rightly remains muted. This was
the case with the economic performance of the
US economy in the first quarter of this year.
Therefore, with the economy poised to pick up
the pace of growth, it is worth looking at how the
drivers of the largest component of the economy,
US consumers, will be spending their money.

What happened in the
first quarter?
The US economy shrank by 2.9 percent in the
first quarter, as a 0.7 percentage point contribution from personal consumption was more than
offset by huge subtractions from reductions in
business inventory accumulation (–1.7 percentage points) and declines in exports (–1.3 percentage points). All of the other categories also
subtracted from growth, albeit by lesser amounts
(figure 1).
The slowdown in inventory accumulation was
expected at some point after the large increase
that propped up the third quarter of last year,
when inventories contributed 1.7 percentage
points to that quarter’s growth.
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Although it is not possible to quantify the
extent of its impact, there is little doubt that
all of the GDP categories were affected by the
extremely harsh winter experienced by most of
the country. As measured by the deviation in
heating degree days from its average for the same
quarter over the previous five years, the first
quarter of 2014 was the third-coldest quarter in
the last 60 years. In addition, the country experienced an unusually high number of separate
snowstorms.1 Frozen ground and snarled airports
and highways delayed or canceled many types of
business activity.
The impact of the extreme cold is evident
even in the one sector that had a positive impact
on GDP—personal consumption expenditures.
The growth in personal consumption is more
than accounted for by growth in a single category: housing and utilities, which contributed 0.8
percentage points, reflect the increased need for
home heating. Also, two categories of personal
consumption that are fairly consistent contributors to growth, recreation services and food and
accommodations, both turned negative as bad
weather kept people home.
The source of the decline in GDP was largely
attributable to reduced inventory accumulation and a decline in exports, so final domestic
demand actually stayed positive in the first
quarter. Figure 2 shows a comparison of GDP
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The source of the decline in GDP was largely
attributable to reduced inventory accumulation and
a decline in exports.
with final sales to domestic purchasers. GDP is
a production concept: It is the aggregation of
the output of goods and services produced by
labor and property located in the United States.
Final sales to domestic purchasers is a demand
concept: It captures the demand for goods and
services by consumers, businesses, and the
government residing within the United States.

It is calculated by excluding changes in business
inventories and exports and adding in imports.
For Q1, removing the negative impact of trade
(gross domestic purchases) reduces the decline
to –1.4 percent, and additionally removing the
decline in inventory accumulation (final sales to
domestic purchasers) pushes the growth rate to a
positive, albeit small, 0.3 percent.
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Figure 1. Sources of change in Q1 GDP
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Figure 2. Change in GDP versus change in final sales to domestic purchasers (percentage)
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How consumers allocate
their spending

With employment on the rise, consumer
spending should be getting a much needed boost,
which is needed to move to higher levels of GDP
growth going forward. As shown in figure 3, personal consumption expenditures have accounted
for a growing proportion of GDP over time,
rising from 60.2 percent in 1970 to 68.5 percent
in 2013.
Not only has the proportion of GDP
accounted for by personal consumption expenditures risen, the distribution of the types of
consumption have also changed (see table 1).
As recently as 1970, personal consumption was
almost evenly split between goods and services.
By 2013, the split had shifted closer to one-third

The United States hit an important milestone
in May 2014—employment finally surpassed
its pre-recession peak. The fact that it took one
month short of five years since the end of the
recession in June 2009 to regain this level is
indicative of the very slow pace of this recovery.
Fortunately, the pace of employment growth
appears to have picked up. The average monthly
employment gain over the first five months of
2014 was 214,000. The average gain in 2013 was
194,000.

With employment on the rise, consumer spending
should be getting a much needed boost, which is needed
to move to higher levels of GDP growth going forward.
Figure 3. Personal consumption expenditures as a percent of GDP (nominal)
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Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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With the transient causes of the first-quarter decline
now behind us and employment increases providing a
much-needed sign of growth and source of spending, the
United States should experience positive growth over the
remainder of the year.
goods and two-thirds services. Part of the reason
for the shift is that overall prices for services have
risen faster than prices for goods.
Within the goods segment, the proportion of
expenditures going to durables (items expected
to last at least three years) held constant from
1980 to 2005 (not shown in table) at around 13
percent of total consumption expenditures. The
recession and its aftermath reduced spending
in this category to 11 percent. The proportion
of spending on motor vehicles and parts have
recovered somewhat from the recession lows, but
growth due to post-recession price increases is
being offset by people keeping their cars longer. According to a recent study published by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, “The average age
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of households’ cars, vans, sport utility vehicles
(SUVs), and trucks increased from 10.1 years in
2007 to just over 11.3 years in 2012.”2
The decline in the proportion of consumption goods represented by nondurables was much
more pronounced, with consumption in this
category falling from 35.3 percent to 22.8 percent
between 1970 and 2013. However, expenditures
on nondurables have remained relatively constant
since the late 1990s.
The biggest change in spending on services
over the period has been relative spending on
health care, which has more than doubled as a
result of faster-than-average price increases and
the increased consumption of health care services
by an aging population. Although health care
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inflation has moderated recently, the continued
aging of the population means that this component will continue to grow as a proportion of
consumer spending.
With the transient causes of the first-quarter
decline now behind us and employment increases
providing a much-needed sign of growth and
source of spending, the United States should

experience positive growth over the remainder of
the year, although the pattern of growth will be
different from what was originally thought. The
second quarter’s growth should be fairly robust if
it benefits from a bump up from activity deferred
from the first quarter. The prospects for the
remainder of the year remain solid.

Table 1. Personal consumption expenditure by type as a percent of total personal consumption
1970

1980

1990

2000

2008

2013

Goods

49.2%

45.6%

39.0%

36.1%

33.7%

33.8%

Durable goods

13.9%

12.9%

13.0%

13.4%

11.0%

11.0%

Motor vehicles and parts

5.3%

4.8%

5.4%

5.3%

3.4%

3.7%

Furnishings and durable household equipment

4.4%

3.9%

3.2%

3.1%

2.7%

2.5%

Recreational goods and vehicles

2.8%

2.7%

2.8%

3.4%

3.3%

3.0%

Other durable goods

1.5%

1.6%

1.7%

1.6%

1.6%

1.8%

Nondurable goods

35.3%

32.7%

26.0%

22.6%

22.7%

22.8%

Food and beverages purchased for off-premises
consumption

16.0%

13.6%

10.2%

7.9%

7.7%

7.7%

Clothing and footwear

7.0%

5.9%

5.1%

4.1%

3.2%

3.2%

Gasoline and other energy goods

4.1%

5.8%

3.2%

2.7%

3.9%

3.6%

Other nondurable goods

8.3%

7.4%

7.4%

7.9%

7.9%

8.4%

Services

50.8%

54.4%

61.0%

63.9%

66.3%

66.2%

Household consumption expenditures (for services)

49.2%

52.7%

59.0%

61.6%

63.4%

63.7%

Housing and utilities

16.9%

17.8%

18.2%

17.6%

18.4%

18.1%

Health care

7.4%

9.8%

13.2%

13.5%

15.6%

16.7%

Transportation services

3.1%

3.2%

3.3%

3.9%

3.1%

2.8%

Recreation services

2.2%

2.3%

3.2%

3.7%

3.8%

3.7%

Food services and accommodations

6.4%

6.9%

6.9%

6.0%

6.1%

6.4%

Financial services and insurance

4.8%

5.4%

6.5%

8.3%

7.7%

7.4%

Other services

8.4%

7.2%

7.8%

8.5%

8.7%

8.6%

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Endnotes
1. Jason Furman, Chair of the Council of Economic Advisors, blog, “Second Estimate of GDP for the First Quarter 2014,”
May 29, 2014, http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2014/05/29/second-estimate-gdp-first-quarter-2014.
2. Ryan Pfirrmann-Powell, “ Americans’ aging autos,” US Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2014, http://www.bls.gov/opub/
btn/volume-3/pdf/americans-aging-autos.pdf.
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Eurozone
Can the ECB jumpstart the
recovery?
By Dr. Alexander Börsch

T

HE economic situation in the Eurozone
sends mixed signals. On one hand, economic sentiment continues to be positive. On
the other, the gaps in economic performance
between countries are widening, and the
European Central Bank’s worries about growth
and inflation led it to further ease monetary
policy in June in somewhat unorthodox ways.
Going forward, two key questions remain: Will

this highly accommodative monetary policy be
enough to accelerate the recovery, and what is the
Eurozone's growth potential?
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Positive sentiment and
fragmentation
The first half of the year 2014 has reinforced three key economic developments in the
Eurozone. First, the acute phase of the Euro
crisis is quasi-officially over. The countries most
affected by the crisis, Greece and Portugal,
returned to the capital markets, and spreads
on bonds of these crisis
countries declined further. Second, Portugal
followed the example
Ireland set last year by
leaving the bailout program. Both developments
are evidence that the
scenario of a breakup of
the Eurozone has largely
vanished from investors’
radar. Third, in a related
development, economic
uncertainty continues
to decline and is reaching normal levels. Figure
1 shows how German
CFOs judge the level of
uncertainty in the current
business environment.
Uncertainty has declined steadily since the height
of the Euro crisis in 2012, and almost 90 percent
currently see the level of uncertainty as normal or
as somewhat higher than normal.
At the same time, the Eurozone as a whole
continues to grow moderately, and economic
sentiment is positive. The European Sentiment
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Figure 1. Level of uncertainty among German CFOs (percentage)
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Source: Deloitte, CFO survey Germany, spring 2014
Graphic: Deloitte University Press | DUPress.com

The countries most affected by the crisis, Greece and
Portugal, returned to the capital markets, and spreads on
bonds of these crisis countries declined further.
Indicator, the main yardstick of economic expectations, has been above its long-term average
since December. Even the Ukraine crisis could
not stop it from rising. These factors suggest that
the recovery is ongoing and solid.
Nevertheless, two trends interfere substantially with the positive picture. First, growth in
the Eurozone continues to be anemic, especially
considering the depth of the previous recession. The Eurozone grew by 0.2 percent in the
first quarter. While data for the second quarter
have not been released at the time of writing,
the growth rate in the second quarter should be
largely the same. Second, growth is very unevenly
distributed. The gaps in economic performance
among the member countries are not narrowing;
quite the contrary. In the first quarter, Germany
grew by 0.8 percent quarter over quarter, France

stagnated, and Italy shrank by 0.1 percent. The
Spanish economy grew by 0.4 percent, the first
year-over-year growth in three years, driven by
rising exports and domestic demand as well as a
less restrictive fiscal policy.

Monetary policy stimulus
There are several factors driving these differences, of which the implementation of structural
reforms is one of the most critical. Nevertheless,
overall growth performance has been below
expectations. Additionally, inflation figures in
the last months were also lower than expected
(0.5 percent in May) and considerably below
the 2 percent goal of the European Central
Bank (ECB). To address this situation, the ECB
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introduced a series of additional accommodative
monetary policy measures in June.
The ECB’s main goals are to counter deflationary tendencies and to support lending to the real
economy. The package includes lowering the key
interest rate, offering cheap loans to banks on
condition that they increase their lending to corporates, and imposing a negative interest rate on

Survey research carried out by the ECB
suggests that credit demand is more important.
Small- and medium-sized companies, which
traditionally have a harder time obtaining credit
than large firms, cite “finding customers” as
their dominant concern. Access to finance was a
much less pressing issue.2 In other words, finance
is not hindering investments as much as a lack
of growth opportunities. This
phenomenon is similar to a
trend visible in Germany. While
German firms operate in a growing economy and face excellent
financing conditions, they have
been very cautious regarding
investments and investment
plans, even though uncertainty has declined.3 In
other words, an accommodative monetary policy
and unorthodox measures will not be enough
to jumpstart investment activity and accelerate
growth. They are part of the solution, but they
cannot be substitutes for structural reforms that
increase the Eurozone’s growth potential.

The ECB’s main goals are to counter
deflationary tendencies and to support
lending to the real economy.
bank deposits parked at the ECB overnight. This
adds up to a wide-ranging monetary stimulus
program for the Eurozone. The ECB is committed to introducing additional unconventional
measures if it sees the risk of a period of low
inflation. However, long-term inflation expectations are still close to 2 percent, according to ECB
survey research.
The ECB’s move is not without risks. Asset
and real estate bubbles in Northern Europe are
one of them. Nevertheless, the ECB’s actions
could support some ongoing positive developments in the still-fragmented credit markets.
Bank credit conditions for enterprises and households have stabilized, according to the ECB’s
Bank Lending Survey.1 Importantly, small- and
medium-sized enterprises reported improvement
in their bank loan financing conditions.

Can monetary policy be
the game-changer?
Whether the ECB’s actions can really jumpstart the recovery depends mainly on their effects
on investment activity. The program enables
the banking sector to give more credit to the
corporate sector at a cheaper rate, if corporates
need credit for investments. With regard to the
program’s effects on the business cycle, the main
question is whether the current low investment
activity is mainly due to credit supply factors.
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How fast can the Eurozone
grow anyway?
The current growth rates in the Eurozone are
modest in comparison with past growth performance. However, they are not far away from
the Eurozone’s trend rate of growth—that is, the
average sustainable long-term growth rate. While
the actual growth rate can fluctuate around the
trend rate, especially if there is an output gap,
the trend rate indicates the structural speed limit
for growth.
Calculations by the European Commission
show that potential growth has fallen since the
outbreak of the financial crisis and is projected to
be much lower for the next decade than previously expected. The main reason is declining productivity performance, which started long before
the financial crisis but has become fully tangible
only now. Another important factor is the aging
of European societies. This indicates that current
growth performance not only has cyclical components that can be overcome by active monetary
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and fiscal policy, but results from a mix of cyclical and long-term trends.
It needs to be stressed that future growth
potential is not cast in stone. This forecast is
based on a no-policy-change scenario. In this
sense, the rather modest outlook is contingent on current and future economic policy.

Productivity-enhancing policies would lift the
growth potential of the Eurozone. Enhancing
productivity, however, depends on factors that
the ECB cannot influence. The ECB’s accommodative monetary policy needs support from the
economic policy side to have sustainable effects
on growth.

Figure 2. Potential growth in the Eurozone
(annual growth rate in percentage points, no-policy-change scenario)
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Source: European Commission 2013, Quarterly report on the euro area, vol. 12, issue 4.
Graphic: Deloitte University Press | DUPress.com

Whether the ECB's action can really jumpstart
the recovery depends mainly on their effects on
investment activity.
Endnotes
1. European Central Bank, Bank Lending survey, April 2014, http://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/pdf/blssurvey_201404.pdf.
2. European Central Bank, Monthly Bulletin, May 2014.
3. Deloitte, CFO survey Germany, spring 2014.
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China
Growth versus reform
By Dr. Ira Kalish

C

HINA’S economy continues to show signs
of weakness, although there are also signs
of stabilization at a relatively modest level of
growth. This is creating a dilemma for the government. On the one hand, it wants to maintain
economic growth at a level that avoids social
disruption. In the short term, this entails boosting credit market activity. On the other hand,
the government wants to implement long-term
reforms aimed at creating sustainable growth that
does not rely on excessive credit growth. That
means restraining the growth of credit. What
should it do? Currently the government is doing
a little bit of both.

Easing restrictions
First, in order to maintain growth, the government is loosening the reins on banks in order
to stimulate more lending by banks to the private
sector. China’s banking regulator has said that it
will, once again, reduce the amount of reserves
that some banks are required to hold with the
central bank. This would be the third reduction
in the required reserve ratio in the past three
months. The idea is to stimulate more lending to
small businesses and first-time home buyers at
a time when the economy is slowing more than
anticipated. This action is meant to boost credit
market activity in general. Yet it follows other
measures designed to rein in credit market activity. Thus, this measure is meant to boost formal
bank lending, while the previous measures were
meant to cut off-balance-sheet, or shadow banking, activity.
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The latest data suggests that credit market
activity is accelerating. Bank lending in China
increased strongly in May, up 12.4 percent from
April. The outstanding stock of bank loans
increased 13.9 percent from a year earlier. The
broad money supply increased 13.4 percent from
a year earlier, reflecting a slight loosening of
monetary policy. All of these figures are higher
than investors had expected. The government has
been keen to stop the economic slowdown that
has been under way this year, and allowing faster
growth of credit is one way to do this. However,
the risk remains that excessive credit growth will
cause other problems down the road.
Indeed, the World Bank recently criticized
China’s current policy of boosting credit as detrimental to reform.1 It said that boosting credit
market activity “may perpetuate China’s traditional growth model that relies on governmentled investment fueled by credit expansion.” The
World Bank said that “a policy focus on meeting growth targets could distract from pushing
through the structural reforms intended to put
long-term growth on a more stable footing.
Delays in implementing coherent reforms could
perpetuate resource misallocation, undermine
the health of the banking system, threaten the
debt sustainability of local governments, and
increase the fiscal costs of reform.” Meanwhile,
President Xi Jinping said that fiscal and other
reforms are urgently needed, but they must be
carefully planned.2 He urged action but gave little
detail. He alluded to the political difficulties in
implementing reforms.
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Imposing restrictions
Actually, the government has taken action
designed to avoid excessive credit growth. The
Chinese government has ordered banks to
restrict their interbank lending, mandating that
such lending may not exceed one-third of a
bank’s liabilities nor exceed half of a bank’s tier 1
capital. The idea is to put limits on the expansion
of the shadow banking system, which relies heavily on interbank lending for short-term finance.
The volume of interbank lending has increased
dramatically in recent years. The problem is that,
although this action will help to quell the growth
of risky shadow banking, it may also have the

effect of slowing credit growth and, therefore,
growth of the economy. The central bank reports
that, at the end of 2013, the outstanding volume
of interbank loans was 21.5 trillion yuan ($3.45
trillion), compared with 6.2 trillion yuan in 2009.
Interestingly, the share of total credit growth
attributable to bank lending increased from 50
percent in April to 62.2 percent in May. This
means that the lion’s share of credit growth took
place through traditional banking channels,
rather than through the shadow banking system.
This presumably reflects the intention of government policymakers. If so, it also reflects the
fact that the government is eager to restrain the
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shadow banking system, which likely harbors
most of the risk to the financial sector.
One problem is that efforts to suppress
shadow banking have also created problems for
formal banking. Indeed, for the 10th consecutive
quarter, the volume of defaults on Chinese bank
loans has increased. In the first quarter of 2014,
the volume of bad loans increased the most since
2005. Nonperforming bank loans reached their
highest percentage of total loans (1.04 percent)
since September 2008. Still, it is worth recalling
that nonperforming loans were 15 percent of the
total in 2005. Yet the recent figures only reflect
the amount on the banks’ balance sheets. The
large banks have considerable informal exposure
to off-balance-sheet trust companies that have
loaned heavily to often-questionable projects.
This shadow banking system is where the trouble
lies. The true exposure of the banks to bad loans
is probably much higher than the reported
numbers suggest. The increase in troubled loans
has much to do with the government’s efforts to
rein in the growth of credit. In the first quarter,
the volume of new credit declined 9 percent
from the previous quarter. In March, the Chinese
money supply grew at its slowest pace on record.
This is why the government is now keen to boost
bank lending.

The role of local
government debt
One of China’s serious financial worries has
been a spectacular rise in local government debt.
It should be noted that local governments in
China are not legally permitted to issue bonds
or take on bank loans. However, they have been
clever in exploiting loopholes in the law. Many
have established off-balance-sheet financing vehicles that have issued bonds and borrowed from
banks in order to fund infrastructure projects.
When those projects have failed to generate sufficient returns to service the debts, governments
have sold land to raise funds. The dramatic rise
in the volume of local government debt has taken
place in a rather opaque manner, without investors fully understanding the risks they face when
purchasing local debt. Still, demand for such
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debt remains strong, probably because investors
perceive an implicit obligation by the central
government in Beijing to bail out troubled local
governments or the banks that fund them.
Last month, the government said that it will
allow local governments to issue bonds in the
near future, with the hope that a secondary market for municipal debt will develop. Moreover,
this market will be characterized by transparency
with the release of prospectuses for investors.
Beijing will place limits on the volume of debt
that individual local governments can issue,
and it will force the off-balance-sheet vehicles
to be phased out. Initially this policy will apply
to 10 large cities, including Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, and Shenzhen. The government
hopes that these actions will help local governments transition toward more responsible and
transparent fund raising.

The impacts of housing
and inflation
There are two important factors that will, in
part, determine the degree to which the government will feel comfortable in loosening monetary
policy. One is the state of the housing market,
and the other is the rate of inflation.
First, it appears that China’s housing price
bubble may be easing. The government reported
that, in April, home prices rose in just 44 of
70 cities it surveys, compared with 56 cities
in March. The April figure was the lowest in
a year-and-a-half. Prices were flat in 18 cities.
The slowing of home price increases reflects the
impact of the government’s efforts to cool the
housing market. Indeed, residential construction and sales of homes have abated, playing a
role in the economic slowdown. In April, sales
of homes declined 18 percent from March. The
central bank recently urged banks to accelerate the origination of mortgages in order to
provide a boost to the housing market. The
easing of prices should help to make home
purchases more affordable to more households.
In China’s big cities, prices barely moved in
April. In Beijing, prices were up 0.1 percent from
March; in Shanghai, prices were up 0.3 percent;
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in Hangzhou, prices actually fell 0.7 percent. If
the housing bubble can be eased gradually, the
government will have less incentive to quickly
suppress credit growth.
On the other hand, there is substantial risk
associated with the housing market. In the first
five months of 2014, the value of home sales in
China declined 10.2 percent from a year earlier. In addition, in the first five months of the
year, new property construction was down 18.6
percent, and housing starts fell 21.6 percent from
a year earlier. The drop in housing activity could
hurt GDP growth figures for the second quarter. Moreover, this could portend falling house
prices, which would have a negative impact on
consumer wealth and on the health of financial institutions. A decline in prices would be
especially worrisome given a recent trend where,
contrary to government regulations, home buyers are being offered mortgages with no down
payment. This is taking place in major cities
such as Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Beijing. As
property prices peak, indicating a possible glut
of new homes, lenders and builders are eager
to originate mortgages in order to dispose of
unoccupied properties. The risk, of course, is that
this could hurt the financial health of banks if
prices fall. This is similar to what happened in the
United States prior to the Great Recession. The
existence of no-down-payment mortgages means
that unqualified buyers are likely being offered
mortgages. With no equity in their homes, and
with insufficient incomes to service their mortgages, defaults could rise precipitously if home
prices start to fall. Similar events precipitated
the US financial crisis in 2007–08. The Chinese
government actually requires down payments of

The slowing
of home price
increases reflects
the impact of the
government’s
efforts to cool the
housing market.

30 percent for firsttime home buyers, but evidently
this rule is not
being enforced.
The other
important factor is
inflation, which has
tumbled. In April,
consumer prices
were up only 1.8
percent, the slowest
rate of inflation
in 18 months.
Remember that a
year ago, inflation
was running quite high. There was concern that
inflation inhibited the central bank from easing monetary policy lest it get worse. Now, with
inflation under control, the central bank has
more room to maneuver, especially in response
to concern that the economy may be growing
more slowly than the government’s target of 7.5
percent. Meanwhile, producer prices continue
to fall, dropping 2.0 percent in April, the 26th
consecutive month of decline. This reflects the
considerable excess capacity in such industries as
steel. Moreover, declining commodity prices, the
result of weak Chinese demand, have contributed
to falling producer prices and decelerating consumer prices. As to how far the central bank will
go to ease policy, the issue now is whether the
bank wants to strengthen growth at the risk of
adding to excess credit market activity. Although
the central bank needn’t worry now about inflation, it does have to balance concerns about
growth with concerns about credit market risk.

Endnotes
1. “China’s focus on growth goals risks reform delay, World Bank says,” Bloomberg News, June 5, 2014, http://www.
bloomberg.com/news/2014-06-06/china-s-focus-on-growth-goal-risks-reform-delay-world-bank-says.html.
2. “China’s Xi says fiscal reform urgent but needs planning:Xinhua,” Reuters, Friday, June 6, 2014, http://www.reuters.com/
article/2014/06/06/us-china-economy-reforms-idUSKBN0EH20720140606.
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Japan

The third arrow of Abenomics
By Dr. Ira Kalish

A

BENOMICS, the economic policy of Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe, involves “three
arrows”: fiscal stimulus, monetary stimulus, and
deregulation. The third arrow, perhaps the most
important in the long term, has not been implemented in a substantial way. Nor have its details
been explained. A year ago, Prime Minister Abe
gave a speech offering a general view of what
deregulation would entail. Markets were so
disappointed with the lack of specific information in the speech that equity prices plummeted.
After that, deregulation was put on hold as Abe
struggled to build political support for further
action. In June, the government released a summary of deregulation proposals it intends to
announce in full at a later date. The specific plans
include the following:
• Corporate tax reform: The government says
that the tax rate on corporate profits will be
lowered from the current 35.6 percent to
somewhere between 20 and 29 percent. The
plan calls for a general reform of the corporate tax system. Yet there is debate within the

government about whether
to cut revenue or implement
a more revenue-neutral plan
at a time when the size of the
budget deficit is set to increase
in the near future.
• The Trans-Pacific Partnership:
A quick conclusion of the TPP
(Trans-Pacific Partnership),
which is a free trade agreement
between Japan, the United
States, and other Pacific Rim
countries. Negotiations have
bogged down over disputes
concerning Japan’s auto industry and agriculture. For Prime
Minister Abe, signing a free
trade agreement would provide
the political cover needed to
implement controversial measures. Most obstacles to trade
within the Pacific region involve
non-tariff barriers. Removal

A year ago, Prime Minister Abe gave a speech
offering a general view of what deregulation would
entail. Markets were so disappointed with the lack
of specific information in the speech that equity
prices plummeted.
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of such barriers would, in part, involve
deregulation of various domestic industries.
Consequently, free trade will be critical to the
success of Abenomics.
• Boosting employment of young and old
workers: The government does not, however,
address whether this will entail reforming labor laws in order to facilitate easier
dismissal of workers. It does say that there
should be more flexible work rules, including

allowing workers to be paid “based on outcomes rather than hours worked.”
• Female labor force: Boost female labor force
participation, especially the share of women
in managerial positions. The government calls
this “Womenomics.” This will partly entail
expanded day care for small children, after—
school programs, flexible hours, and changes
in the tax law designed to create greater
incentives for women to work.
• Agricultural reform: The government wants
to consolidate Japan’s fragmented system of
food production and distribution in order
to boost efficiency. Moreover, Japan’s small,
inefficient farmers currently have considerable political power. The result is expensive
protection of domestic production leading to
unusually high food prices. Consolidation is
the first step toward rationalization of food
production, reduced political power for farmers, and eventually lower food prices. The
latter would boost consumer spending power,
thus enabling growth of spending on goods
and services other than food.
• Boost private sector participation in public
infrastructure projects.
• Dramatically boost foreign direct investment: Presumably, this means liberalizing the
rules governing FDI.
• Special economic zones: Allow the creation
of special economic zones in which casino
gambling would be legal. The idea is to
encourage more tourist activity within Japan.
• Change the portfolio allocation of the
public pension fund: This would entail less
investment in government bonds and more
investment in equities and other risky assets.
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These measures, while likely to help boost growth, remain
less ambitious than many analysts had hoped
• Improving corporate governance: Bring
governance rules in line with international
standards. This will entail requiring independent directors on the boards of banks. The
idea is to encourage better management of
public companies.
• Energy: End monopolies of public utilities,
import LNG from the United States, and
restart the nuclear power industry.
These measures, while likely to help boost
growth, remain less ambitious than many analysts had hoped. Prime Minister Abe has yet to
offer specific plans to boost immigration, deregulate labor markets, and deregulate domestic
distribution. Some economists worry that failure
to engage in more radical reforms will mean that
the successes of Abenomics will be short-lived.
The aggressive monetary policy of the past year
temporarily boosted growth. However, growth
has since abated, in large part due to the tax
increase as well as to business uncertainty about
the future path of Abenomics.
The governor of the Bank of Japan, Haruhiko
Kuroda, concurs with those who are worried. He
recently said that his aggressive monetary policy
is not enough and that the government must
fire the “third arrow” of Abenomics: deregulation. Kuroda’s view is that monetary expansion
is not sufficient to boost long-term growth.
Japan has too many onerous regulations, both
involving the labor market and specific industries. Deregulation is seen as a path to higher
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productivity and, ultimately, faster growth.
Kuroda is evidently worried that an opportunity
to act could be squandered. Whether his public
comments will have an impact on the ability of
the prime minister to act is hard to say.

Hoarding cash
One of the big areas of frustration for policymakers in developed countries has been the
tendency of companies to hoard cash rather
than boost investment. This has been true in the
United States and Western Europe. Evidently, it
is also true in Japan, according to a new report
from the Bank of Japan. The BOJ reports that the
amount of cash held by non-financial companies
in Japan continues to grow at a strong pace, while
the amount of borrowing from banks increased
at a very slow pace. On the other hand, overseas
investment by Japanese companies is increasing
rapidly. This suggests that Japanese businesses
remain skeptical about the longer-term growth
prospects of the Japanese economy. It may
also indicate pessimism that Japan will permanently shift away from a deflationary economy.
Deflation hurts the return on investment. Many
analysts are hoping that Prime Minister Abe soon
announces more specific aspects of the “third
arrow” of Abenomics: deregulation. The general
beliefs are that deregulation is needed to boost
the long-term growth potential of the economy,
and the aggressive monetary policy in place,
while helpful, is not sufficient.
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India

A new wave of policy changes
in “Modi-fied” India
By Dr. Rumki Majumdar

T

HE general election that concluded on May
16, 2014, broke several electoral records. It
recorded the highest-ever voter turnout (551.3
million) and the highest-ever voter participation rate (66.4 percent). It was also the most
expensive election in
the history of independent India. But
most importantly, the
Bharatiya Janata Party
emerged as the single
largest party to get a
majority in the Lok
Sabha (lower house).
Narendra Modi, who
led the party during
the election and is
considered to be the
biggest reason for the
historic won, has been
sworn in as India’s
prime minister.
The single-party
majority has set the
foundation for a
stable central government for the next five years.
Political stability has significantly reduced downside risks to the economy. However, big challenges lie ahead for the new government.
The latest release of GDP numbers reveals
that the economy expanded 4.6 percent year
over year in Q4 of FY 2013–14 and at an annual
growth of 4.7 percent in FY 2013–14. This is the
second consecutive year the economy grew at
a pace below 5 percent in the last decade. GDP
annual growth in FY 2012–13 was a decade low
of 4.5 percent (figure 1).

Political stability
has significantly
reduced
downside risks
to the economy.
However, big
challenges lie
ahead for the
new government.
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Consumers are deeply concerned about persistently rising prices, especially of food articles.
Although inflation has been trending down, as
seen in the past four months, upward pressure
on wholesale price inflation is still high, and
consumer price inflation (industrial worker) has
been hovering around 7 percent year over year
(figure 2). Consumer prices are still above the
target range of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
In addition to high inflation, India suffers
from poor infrastructure, which impacts most
people’s daily lives. The investment cycle has suffered from policy paralysis and structural bottlenecks, resulting in poor job growth. This lack of
growth, together with a skill mismatch, created
high unemployment and low wage growth. Other
major concerns include safety and health care.

Initial policy moves
The journey toward a robust economy will
not be easy. The government has acknowledged
the challenges and has already started making
some bold decisions to improve the country's
economy ahead of the commencement of the
Indian parliament’s budget session.
Modi unveiled his top 10 policy priorities
within two weeks of becoming prime minister—seeking to unblock an investment logjam
and setting deadlines for action in order to
revive the economy. His agenda has emphasized three issues: efficient governance, delivery,
and implementation.
The aim is to revive the decision-making
process with a clear vision and empower government departments to make quick, efficient, and
transparent decisions. Good governance will
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likely add certainty to policy direction, which will
remove impediments to higher growth. Processes
and procedures will likely improve so that
there is “maximum governance with minimum
government.”
The agenda also includes improving infrastructure components such as education, health
care, water supply, and roads. The 10-point vision
has emphasized increasing investment, completing infrastructure projects in a time-bound manner, and efficiently utilizing natural resources.
These much-needed infrastructure and investment reforms will likely help revive the investment cycle and boost investor confidence.

Fighting inflation is one of the government’s top priorities. Recently, the new government imposed export restrictions on certain
farm commodities and ordered a crackdown
on food hoarding to control rising food prices.
The government also plans to release additional
rice stock in the market to prevent inflationary
expectations from building. However, containing
prices that have been persistently high for the last
few years will not be an easy task.
High inflation has been an outcome of
structural deficiencies in the economy. Shortages
of warehouse facilities, high dependence on monsoon rains, and a complex network of middlemen have resulted in irregular vegetable supply,
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Figure 1. GDP below 5 percent for second consecutive year
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Figure 2. Inflation subsiding lately, but still high
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leading to price volatility. In addition, external
uncertainties, such as the Iraq crisis, are expected
to spike crude oil prices, and the predicted lowerthan-average rainfall this monsoon may stymie
the government’s efforts to contain the upward
spiral of prices. The government will likely
increase efforts to check structural factors in
order to contain prices. All eyes are on the budget
that is expected in July 2014.

Focus on fiscal prudence
The previous government significantly deviated from the fiscal target mandated by the Fiscal
Responsibility and Budget Management Act.
Populist policies and high subsidies caused the

gross fiscal deficit to spiral up from 1.27 trillion
Indian rupees (2.5 percent of GDP) in FY 2007–
08 to around 5.25 trillion rupees (4.6 percent
of GDP) in FY 2013–14 (figure 3).1 The rising
deficit has been a cause of worry among investors, which implies that fiscal consolidation will
not be an option going forward. As a first step
to restore the country's financial discipline and
“self-confidence,” the government has announced
a hike in railway fares and freight charges to
improve railway finances and reduce subsidies.
In addition, the government has proposed the
divestment of public sector undertakings. It will
likely suggest other prudent measures to check
the fiscal balance without compromising on kickstarting investments in infrastructure.

Shortages of warehouse facilities, high dependence
on monsoon rains, and a complex network of middlemen
have resulted in irregular vegetable supply, leading to
price volatility.
Figure 3. High gross fiscal deficit a concern
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Policy actions that may follow

The government will likely focus on reviving the manufacturing sector, which has slipped
into a recession primarily due to structural
bottlenecks and policy paralysis. Most likely, the
government will prioritize clearing pending projects by putting them on a fast-track mode and
reviving investor sentiments. The central government may work closely with state governments to
tackle issues such as land acquisition and tariffs
in the power structure, which are the biggest
impediments to projects. Structural reforms, such
as rolling out goods and services tax, and infrastructure improvement for industries may be
other steps to boost the investment cycle in the
economy. Reviving special economic zones, discussing issues related to free-trade agreements,
and relaxing rigid labor laws will likely be part of
policy making to boost manufacturing.
A turnaround in the manufacturing sector
will likely help generate growth in GDP and
employment. The reversal of investment in the
economy and effective implementation of policies
will likely boost growth and help contain the
price rise.

Growth in the agricultural sector spurred
India’s economy this year. However, both manufacturing and mining industries contracted in FY
2013–14, while the construction sector performed poorly due to lackluster infrastructure.
Growth in consumer durables (which represent
overall consumer demand) and capital goods
(which represent investment demand) have been
mostly negative in the last year; the former has
been contracting since December 2012 (figure 4).
Industrialists from different sectors have
voiced their demands, especially relating to
substantial reforms and clarity around policy
making. Transparent and business-friendly tax
policies and regulations, interest rate rationalization, infrastructure development, transparency
and accountability in governance, and, last but
not least, effective policy implementation are
the core demands from the business fraternity.
These parameters will decide the ease of doing
business in India, which, according to the World
Economic Forum, has a poor ranking relative to
other countries.2

Figure 4. Industrial production indicates weak underlying economic strength
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Figure 5. Strong positive sentiment among investors before and after the election
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The new government has created strong
expectations of an investor-friendly environment. Foreign institutional investors are already
bullish about India, as evident from the reversal
of capital inflows into the economy, relative to
previous quarters, before and after the election.
Stock prices, too, have shot up 18 percent since
the beginning of this year (figure 5). However, it
is foreign direct investment (FDI) that requires
more attention to ensure a sustained source of
capital investment. In order to boost investment,
the government is taking measures to improve
FDI in various sectors that require huge capital
investment. The government has already circulated a cabinet note allowing 100 percent FDI in
the defense sector. The Commerce and Industry
Ministry now aims to relax foreign investment
norms in the railway sector by permitting 100
percent FDI in high-speed train systems and
dedicated freight lines. The department is also
looking at all the possible areas in railways where
FDI can be permitted in order to encourage the
sector’s growth. The railway sector is critical to
driving India's economic growth through direct
and indirect economic linkages; substantial

investment through FDI to modernize and
upgrade this sector has the potential to raise
GDP significantly.
All eyes will be on the budget that will be
presented at the end of July, which will give more
clarity to policy initiatives and the direction of
the new government.

Role of monetary policy
The external sector has continued to improve;
the current account deficit narrowed to 0.3
percent in Q4 of FY 2013–14 (figure 6). Imports
declined sharply, primarily due to a steep drop
in gold imports. The currency appreciated,
too, due to strong capital inflows. The external
sector is currently not a concern for the RBI,
though it may continue to impose restrictions on
gold imports.
On the other hand, consumer prices are still
above the RBI’s target range. As a result, despite
the fall, the RBI decided to keep the policy
rates unchanged in its second bimonthly monetary policy meeting because there is room for
inflation rates to come down on a sustainable
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basis.3 However, the statutory liquidity ratio of
scheduled commercial banks was cut by 50 basis
points, which will likely improve bank lending
to investments. In other words, the RBI governor
has signaled that growth will likely not suffer on
account of lack of liquidity, though he will keep a
close watch on inflation.
In the coming months, the monsoon will
play a crucial role in calibrating monetary policy.
The monsoon is predicted to be lower than
average, which will likely have implications for
both inflation and growth. Moreover, if global

uncertainties such as the Iraq crisis intensify, the
rise in global fuel prices could make domestic
inflation rise. The RBI will closely monitor economic conditions and will likely undertake corrections and adjustments accordingly. However,
it will be a tough balancing act for the RBI. If
the current economic scenario is viewed dispassionately, India needs more than just monetary
policy to correct its course. There has to be more
action to manage the fiscal account and address
structural deficiencies, and monetary policy
alone cannot turn the tide.

Figure 6. External sector looking better
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Endnotes
1. Ministry of Finance, Department of Economic Affairs, Indian public finance statistics 2012–2013, July.
2. Klaus Schwab, The global competitiveness report, 2013-14 (full data edition), World Economic Forum.
3. Raghuram G. Rajan, “Second bi-monthly monetary policy statement, 2014-15,” Reserve Bank of India, June 3, 2014.
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Russia

To China with love
By Akrur Barua

I

N May, Russia’s Gazprom signed an agreement
with China National Petroleum Corporation
to supply 38 billion cubic meters of natural gas
annually from 2018 for 30 years. The deal, estimated at about $400 billion by analysts, marked
a shift away from
Russia’s dealings
with the West amid
growing geopolitical
disagreements with
the United States
and Europe. Western
sanctions, albeit
minor ones, on
Russia over Ukraine
perhaps added to
the urgency of closing the deal during
President Putin’s
recent visit to China.
For Russia, the gas
deal could not have
come at a better time.
Tensions with the
West over the crisis in
Ukraine have scared
away investors,
weakened the ruble,
and forced the central
bank to raise rates.
Add to this slowing
economic growth,
and one can imagine policymakers’ relief at closing the deal with China. The deal also nudges
Russia closer to lucrative markets in Asia. Better
economic relations with countries like China,

For Russia, the gas
deal could not have
come at a better
time. Tensions with
the West over the
crisis in Ukraine
have scared
away investors,
weakened the
ruble, and forced
the central bank to
raise rates.
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India, Japan, and Indonesia might just hold the
key to Russia’s long-term economic progress.

China-Russia gas deal may
have wide implications
The price of gas under the Russia-China deal
has not been revealed yet. Analysts believe that it
could be $10–10.5 per million of British Thermal
Unit (BTU), lower than what Russia charges
Europe and well below the current $13 (average) spot price for
Asia. For Asian importers, this is
a positive development. It is also
a move away from the monopoly
of Middle Eastern and Central
Asian suppliers, thereby opening
up more opportunities for Russia
in the region. For example, Japan,
South Korea, and Taiwan could
emerge as potential buyers.
Japan, which imported about $70
billion of natural gas last year, has
already evinced interest with lawmakers, urging the government
to speed up the process.
For Russia, the deal with
China is likely to boost infrastructure investments in oil and
gas. As part of the deal, Gazprom
is likely to receive $50–55 billion
of credit from China to invest in
pipeline and related infrastructure. This is much needed foreign
capital, especially at a time when
Western investors are turning
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Figure 1. Total monthly gas exports from Russia (in million cubic meters)
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their backs. Chinese firms are
also eyeing other investments
in Russia; stakes in Gazprom’s
Vladivostok LNG terminal and
in Russian oil company Rosneft
could materialize soon. For
Gazprom, credit from China will
likely boost the company’s capital
position. Surprisingly, Gazprom
investors do not seem to be too
enthused by the deal; the company’s stock is down 2.5 percent
since then.
The Russia-China deal is also
a break from the past when both
countries did not often see eye
to eye. This was particularly so
when the Soviet Union was in
existence. Evidently, times have
changed. For Russia, the deal is
a means to diversify its hydrocarbons customer base amid
political rivalry with Western
Europe, its main export market.

Interestingly, the deal could
nudge the United State to rethink
its policy on energy exports. If
the United States starts exporting
natural gas to allies in Europe, it
would lessen the latter’s dependence on Russia.

Economic growth
continues to falter
GDP growth fell to 0.9 percent year over year in Q1 2014
from 2.0 percent in the previous
quarter on the back of slowing
consumption growth and a dip
in fixed capital formation. On a
quarterly basis, the economy contracted 0.5 percent. The Ministry
of Economy has warned of a
possible recession by the end of
the second quarter.1 The ministry’s pessimistic view is in line
with the International Monetary
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Figure 2. Growth in real GDP and key components (percentage)
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Fund’s (IMF’s) outlook for the Russian economy.
The IMF recently cut its growth forecast for
2014 to 0.2 percent from an earlier estimate
of 1.3 percent; this was the fourth consecutive
downward revision.
Fixed investment was the hardest hit in Q1
2014, contracting by an estimated 3.1 percent
year over year relative to a 0.5 percent rise in Q4
2013.2 Consumer expenditure, which has been
a key driver of the economy in recent years, also
faltered during this period with growth slowing
to an estimated 3.0 percent from 4.1 percent.3

Outlook for investments
remains negative
The dip in investment in Q1 2014 is not surprising, given sharp outflow of capital and reluctance of foreign firms to invest in the country. In
a recent note, Vienna’s Institute for International
Economic Studies stated that foreign direct
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investment (FDI) into Russia is expected to fall
by about 50 percent this year to $41 billion.4
What adds to the problem is the country’s poor
track record of protecting investors. In the World
Bank’s doing business rankings, Russia ranks a
low 115 among 189 countries in the sub-index of
protecting investors.5
Domestic investment has also suffered as
state-owned enterprises cut down on their investment plans. A tight monetary policy regime
has not helped either. Unfortunately, the ruble’s
weakness has not translated to higher exports.
This is not surprising since exports are dominated by hydrocarbons, which are priced in US
dollars. The latest data from the manufacturing
purchasing managers’ index indicates that export
orders fell yet again in May; it has been on a
downward trend since September 2013. With the
overall scenario not likely to change much, fixed
investment growth will likely remain negative in
2014. The gas deal with China is not expected to
impact investments this year.
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All’s not well with
personal consumption

segment is expected to expand by only 1.0–1.5
percent in 2014, a far cry from the strong growth
rates witnessed in previous years (7.9 percent in
2012 and 4.7 percent in 2013).

Personal consumption in Russia appears to
be running out of steam. Although low unemployment (4.9 percent in May) has ensured that
wage gains remain solid, high inflation and a
tightening credit market seems to be weighing on
consumer confidence. Consumer sentiment fell
for the fourth straight month in May with high
inflation and rising cost of borrowing weighing on consumers’ ability to purchase goods
and services.
Declining consumer confidence is also
evident from data on retail and auto sales. Retail
sales growth fell to 2.1 percent year over year in
May from 2.7 percent in April. Cars and light
truck sales contracted 8 percent in April, continuing from an average 2 percent decline in
Q1 2014.
Given that the macroeconomic outlook is
not likely to change, consumer expenditure will
remain subdued for the rest of the year. The

Ruble weakness continues
and S&P cuts Russia rating
The currency’s weakness is not likely to go
away in the coming months, at least not until
the Ukraine crisis is over. Despite a mild recovery since March, the ruble is still down about
5.6 percent against the US dollar this year as
foreign capital moves out. While the West has
imposed only minimal sanctions—asset freezes
and visa restrictions on people and firms close to
President Vladimir Putin—the mere threat has
been enough to scare off investors. According to
data by the Bank of Russia (BOR), capital outflows amounted to about $68 billion in the first
four months of 2014.6 The IMF expects this to
increase to $100 billion by the end of the year.7

Figure 3. Retail sales growth and unemployment (percentage)
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Equity markets seem to have left behind some
of the woes of March, regaining lost ground
since then. Surprisingly, this is despite a rating downgrade by Standard & Poor’s (S&P). In
April, S&P cut Russia’s sovereign debt rating by
a notch to just one level above junk. The rating
downgrade indicates heightened risk perceptions
about Russia despite a current account surplus
and healthy public finances. For Russian firms,
the rating downgrade could lead to a hike in
borrowing costs. This comes at a time when ruble
volatility has already deterred domestic companies from borrowing in Western markets where
cost of capital is relatively low.

May) has also pushed up overall consumer prices.
Meat prices shot up due to a ban on imports from
the European Union after reports of swine fever
in Lithuania and Poland.
For the central bank, the worry is that even
if the ruble strengthens and food prices ease, the
pressure from aggregate demand on inflation will
continue. For example, the labor market is tight,
and capacity utilization is high relative to the
historic average. In such a scenario, BOR is not
likely to reverse any of its interest rate hikes this
year. Monetary policy is set to remain tight with
any loosening not likely before Q1 2015.

Passage to a better future

BOR holds firm and rightly so
Ruble weakness has been a key factor in keeping inflation high and weighing on consumer
spending. So far, the 2 percent hike in the policy
rate by BOR this year has not helped much.
Inflation rose to 7.6 percent year over year in May
2014 from 7.3 percent in April; May’s reading was
the highest since August 2011. Apart from ruble
depreciation, high food inflation (9.5 percent in

The gas deal with China is not a panacea
for what currently ails Russia’s economy. Russia
needs a tough dose of reforms along with
efforts to prop up physical and human capital.
Most importantly, it needs to boost free market policies, the absence of which has dented
manufacturing competitiveness and made the
country ever more dependent on oil and gas.
Hydrocarbons have a role to play: they can aid

Figure 4. Ruble against the US dollar and the euro
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Figure 5. Inflation and key components (percentage)
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The gas deal with China is not a panacea for what
currently ails Russia’s economy.
the economy and provide much-needed capital, but the sector cannot be a substitute for a
diversified economy.
This assumes even greater importance, given
the threat to potential GDP from an expected
decline in population. According to Oxford
Economics, the working age population in Russia
is expected to decline at an annual rate of 0.9
percent between 2013 and 2017.8 Expanding

geographical boundaries is definitely not a solution to this. Instead, Russian policymakers need
to focus on the long term. Hopefully, the gas deal
will encourage more ideas. Most importantly,
even as the country taps opportunities in the
East, Russia needs to mend fences with the West
for global economic and political stability. If
Russia moves positively, it could indeed foster the
winds of change that the world is waiting for.

Endnotes
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2.
3.
4.
5.
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Brazil

The World Cup is not enough
By Akrur Barua

N

O one perhaps plays football as skillfully
as Brazilians. The fact that the country has
qualified for every football World Cup bears
testimony to that. So, while it is not a surprise
to see Brazil host the 2014 World Cup, what is
surprising are the frequent outbursts of popular
anger over the event. Since mid-2013, a number
of Brazilian cities have witnessed protests against
the hosting of the event, arguably because of

start of the World Cup. These and other incidents
related to the hosting of football’s most prestigious event highlight what is currently wrong
with Brazil’s economy: lack of transparency, labor
market rigidity, and an overarching presence
of the state. While the government has repeatedly touted the benefits of hosting the World
Cup—better infrastructure, more tourism, and
global prestige—ordinary Brazilians don’t seem
to agree. They want the
government to do more
to improve their standard
of living and help them
move up the economic
ladder. For them, policymakers’ efforts in the
previous decade to reduce
poverty and inequality are
not enough.

Growth slows
down in
Q1 2014

the high cost involved. Estimates put the total
splurge for the World Cup at $11.5 billion. Many
Brazilians believe that that the money would have
been better spent on public services, education,
and social housing.
There have also been a host of labor strikes,
especially by public sector workers, prior to the
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GDP growth in Brazil
slipped to 0.2 percent
quarter over quarter
in Q1 2014 from 0.4
percent the year before (figure 1). Consumer
expenditure, a key driver of economic activity in
recent years, contracted 0.1 percent. Investment
fared even worse, dipping 2.1 percent. In such a
scenario, government consumption, which grew
0.7 percent, provided much-needed support to
the economy.

3rd Quarter 2014

Figure 1. Growth (quarter over quarter) in real GDP and key components (percentage)
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Estimates put the total splurge for the World Cup at
$11.5 billion. Many Brazilians believe that that the
money would have been better spent on public services,
education, and social housing.
Both industry and services fared poorly in
Q1 2014. While growth in services dipped to 0.4
percent from 0.7 percent in Q4 2013, the contraction in industrial production deepened during
this period. Agriculture was the only silver lining,
with growth shooting up to 3.6 percent from –0.5
percent in the previous quarter.
The scenario is not likely to change much in
the near term, with both consumer and business
sentiment remaining subdued. This is despite
a 0.1 percent month-over-month rise in the
index of economic activity (a proxy for GDP) in
April; the index itself was down 2.3 percent year
over year.

Industrial activity remains weak
Manufacturing continues to be Brazil’s weak
link, stifled by a poor regulatory environment,
high taxes, and stiff labor laws. The manufacturing purchasing managers’ index for May
indicated a contraction for the second straight
month; for Q1, the figures were barely positive.
Meanwhile, industrial production grew just 1.3
percent in 2013 and has been poor so far this year
(figure 2). In April, production fell 5.8 percent
year over year, continuing from a 0.9 percent
decline in the previous month. Both capital
goods (–14.4 percent) and consumer goods (–6.0
percent) posted sharp declines; the former in
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particular bodes ill for investment activity in the
coming months.
Weak growth prospects and expectations of
continued tight monetary policy have dented
business confidence. This does not augur well
for fixed investment. Businesses are also likely to
keep some big-ticket spending on hold until the
presidential elections in October. Moreover, with
the World Cup already underway, infrastructure
investments will slow this year relative to 2013.
Consequently, after a healthy 6.2 percent rise
in 2013, gross fixed investment growth is likely
to move down to 0.5–1.5 percent in 2014. This
could change a bit next year, with infrastructure
in particular likely to benefit from the Summer
Olympics in Rio de Janeiro in 2016.

Commodities also subdued
Commodity exports, led by iron ore, soybean,
sugar, and oil, have played a key role in Brazil’s
strong economic ascendancy in the previous
decade. However, in the last few years, conditions
for the sector have turned unfavorable (figure 3).
Global commodity prices have been subdued,
while slowing growth in China and the European
Union—Brazil’s key export markets—kept
external demand in check. As a result, trade has
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suffered. Exports (in US dollar values) fell about
3.5 percent year over year in the first five months
of 2014, with May recording the third straight
month of decline. Interestingly, although export
volumes have gone up for some items, subdued
prices have ensured a decline in revenues. For
example, the US dollar value of iron ore exports
fell 12 percent in May despite a 13 percent rise
in volumes.
Weak commodity prices are also likely to
impact investments in the mining sector. In
some instances, though, weak prices could aid
Brazilian miners as mining activity in some
countries turn unviable. For example, the closure of unviable iron ore mines in China could
benefit Brazilian miners such as Vale despite
the high cost of transportation from Brazil to
China. Nevertheless, Brazilian firms will have to
compete with rivals in key commodity-producing
nations such as Australia. The other concern for
mining in Brazil is growing conflict with the local
population as mining activity expands into environmentally sensitive areas such as the Amazon
forests. It will take a lot of finesse and empathy—
on the part of both the government and mining
companies—to keep mining activity strong without raising tensions with local communities.
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Figure 2. Index of industrial production and key components
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Figure 3. Key global price indicators for iron ore and soybean
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Travails of the Brazilian
consumer

Markets shrug off an
S&P downgrade

For policymakers, slowing consumer spending is another worry. Poor economic growth
prospects and high inflation have taken a toll
on consumer sentiment. In May, consumer
confidence, as measured by the Getulio Vargas
Foundation, fell to its lowest level since April
2009. This is despite a tight labor market;
unemployment was 4.9 percent in April. Subdued
consumer sentiment is also evident from retail
sales data. Seasonally adjusted retail sales fell 0.4
percent in April, continuing from a 0.5 percent
dip in March (figure 4). For the poor and the
middle classes, rising house prices is another
burden. Construction for the football World Cup
and the summer Olympics scheduled for 2016 (in
Rio) have kept up the pressure on house prices,
making them unaffordable to many Brazilians.
In such a scenario, any sharp uptick in consumer sentiment in the near term is not likely.
With elections around the corner, Brazilians will
probably adopt a wait-and-watch approach before
deciding on their spending plans. Meanwhile,
high interest rates for consumer lending will
continue to keep people away from credit-driven
consumption. Consequently, private consumption growth is likely to slow down to 1.5–2.0
percent this year from 2.3 percent in 2013.

In March, Standard & Poor’s (S&P) downgraded Brazil’s long-term debt rating by one
notch to BBB minus, the lowest investment
grade and only one notch above “junk” status.
The rating agency was critical of Brazil’s fiscal
management and cited weak economic growth
prospects, indicating that things are not likely
to improve before October’s presidential elections. Surprisingly, equity markets seem to have
factored this in. Since mid-March, the Ibovespa
Brasil Sao Paolo Stock Exchange Index has risen
by a little more than 20 percent.
The rating downgrade did not dent the
Brazilian real either, which has gained about 5
percent against the US dollar since mid-March
(figure 5). The real’s gains have been due to
declining uncertainty over tapering of quantitative easing by the US Federal Reserve (Fed).
Concerns over Fed tapering had hit the real hard
last year and had forced it down by 3 percent
against the US dollar in January 2014. That seems
to have changed as markets factor in a steady
reduction in asset purchases by the Fed.
Rising foreign investments, again due to lower
global uncertainty over US monetary policy, have
also helped the real. Net portfolio investments
went up more than 50 percent year over year in
the first four months of 2014, driven primarily
by inflows into debt securities seeking gains from
Brazil’s relatively higher interest rates. Direct
investments have also increased during this
period, although the pace was much slower at
2.3 percent.
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Figure 4. Monthly change in seasonally adjusted retail sales and key components (percentage)
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Figure 5. Movement of the real against the US dollar and the euro
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Figure 6. Headline inflation and key components (percentage, year over year)
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Central bank to keep
monetary policy tight
A relatively stable (and stronger real) gives
the central bank, Banco Central do Brasil (BCB),
the opportunity to wind down some of its foreign
exchange intervention programs, including its
daily auction of currency swaps since August
2013. Real appreciation is also likely to help stem
the rise in consumer prices, although that impact
is not evident right now. Inflation was 6.4 percent

(4.5 percent) of BCB’s target range. Interestingly,
inflation has been above 4.5 percent since August
2010. This has led to questions regarding the
central bank’s credibility.
In the near term, inflation is not likely to go
down sharply. A tight labor market and minimum wage adjustment will continue to exert
upward pressure on inflation. Also, administered
prices are likely to go up after the elections; the
government had kept those in check since 2013.
And although the negative impact of food prices
(due to weather-related problems)
is likely to weaken by the end of
the year, this weakening will not
be enough to push inflation below
5.5 percent.
In such a scenario, BCB is likely
to keep monetary policy tight,
perhaps hiking rates by another
25–50 basis points this year. BCB
has raised its key policy rate by 375 basis points
since April 2013. In May, the central bank kept
rates unchanged, preferring to analyze the lagged
impact of its tightening cycle before taking
any decision.

A tight labor market and minimum
wage adjustment will continue to exert
upward pressure on inflation.
in May, rising for the fourth straight month and
reaching an 11-month high (figure 6). Although
the figure is marginally below the central bank’s
upper target of 6.5 percent (the lower target is
2.5 percent), it is still above the desired midpoint
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A call for reforms
The new government that comes to power
post October’s presidential elections will have its
task cut out. First, it needs to get its fiscal house
in order. Rationalizing subsidies and directing savings into public services could be a start.
Second, the government needs to interfere less
in the economy, especially if it wants to develop
vibrant manufacturing and services sectors that
generate jobs and income. Third, Brazil will have
to think anew about its labor market: Removing
rigidities is the need of the hour—without doing
so, private businesses are not likely to flourish.
Fourth, the regulatory machinery needs to be
overhauled and made more transparent. It will
help in addressing concerns related to corruption as well. Finally, new ideas are needed for

improving economic and social welfare. President
Dilma Rousseff ’s efforts to tie up with the private
sector to develop infrastructure is a start; the
new government needs to extend such efforts to
education, health, and affordable housing.
Failure to enact critical reforms would mean
that economic growth will continue to remain
below par in the medium term. Already this year,
all economic indicators point to GDP growth of
only 1.5–2.0 percent; this is even lower than the
2.3 percent rise recorded in 2013. This is not a
healthy growth trend, especially for an emerging
economy. Brazil needs to get out of this malaise,
and urgently so. What the country needs is some
grit from its policymakers and maybe some
imaginativeness in governance. Perhaps the boys
in yellow can show the way.
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The United Kingdom
A Goldilocks moment
By Ian Stewart

T

HE UK economy is in the sweet spot of
the economic cycle, with activity gathering pace and inflation falling away. Growth is
powering ahead at a faster rate than in any other
major industrialized nation. Some call this “the
Goldilocks moment,” when growth is neither too
hot nor too cold.
The good news is that strong growth (figure 1)
is being combined with low inflation (figure 2).
Consumer price inflation has almost halved from
last year's peak and is now running at 1.6 percent,
the lowest level in five years.

The UK recovery is also looking more sustainable, with investment and consumer incomes,
two conspicuous gaps in Britain's recovery,
making a comeback. Business investment rose
8.5 percent in the first quarter of 2014, more than
four times the growth rate of the wider economy.
The independent forecasting body, the Office of
Budget Responsibility, thinks this is the start of a
boom that will see investment rise by 50 percent
over the next five years.1
A fierce and lengthy squeeze on consumer
spending power is finally drawing to an end.

Figure 1. UK GDP, percentage change, four quarters
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Figure 2. Trade-weighted sterling
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Inflation has outstripped growth in wages and
salaries for most of the last four years, shrinking spending power for many consumers. But
recent sharp falls in inflation have significantly
narrowed this gap. Over the next two years,
we expect consumers to start seeing sustained
growth in their real spending power.
One unexpected bright spot in the United
Kingdom’s economic performance has been the
strength of the job market. The last three years
have seen strong growth in the number of private
sector jobs against what was, initially, a very
shaky recovery. A record 30.4 million people are
in employment in the United Kingdom. Within
Europe, only Germany, Austria, Denmark,
Luxembourg, and the Czech Republic have lower
unemployment rates.
Forward-looking indicators suggest that the
recovery has legs. The Confederation of British
Industry (CBI) Survey shows that business optimism is at the highest level since 1973.2 A year
ago, businesses feared the UK economy could
"triple dip." Respondents to the CBI Survey now
expect UK demand for their goods and services

One
unexpected
bright spot
in the United
Kingdom’s
economic
performance
has been the
strength of the
job market.

over the coming months
to grow at the fastest rate
since 1977 (figure 3).
But faced with a buoyant economy, the Bank
of England has recently
sounded more hawkish on
interest rates. In his annual
Mansion House speech
in June, the bank’s governor Mark Carney said,
"Growth has been much
stronger, and unemployment has fallen much
faster than either we or
anyone else expected."3
Carney went on to warn
that UK interest rates
could rise sooner than
widely expected. Markets
reacted by bringing forward the timing of the expected first rise in UK
rates from February 2015 to November 2014. The
market sees a 65 percent chance that this rise will
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Figure 3. Deloitte CFO survey: Corporate risk appetite
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be followed by a further quarter-point rate rise
in February 2015, taking the bank's base rate to
1.0 percent.
Carney made it clear in his Mansion House
speech that his main worry about the consumer
was about consumer debt, not house prices,
and that his first line of defence was to control mortgage lending. The Bank of England
has taken a number of steps to dampen riskier
mortgage lending, including imposing limits
on household borrowing for the first time since
1980 in a bid to stop a credit boom. The restrictions do not affect current lending but seek to
stop an excessive expansion of lending as the UK
economy recovers.

Yet the United Kingdom still appears to be
a long way from returning to pre-crisis interest
rates. Before the recession, a normal UK interest
rate might have been thought to be around 5.0
percent, but the bank has hinted that a “new normal” rate may be closer to 3.0 percent. Moreover,
according to Carney, UK rates are likely to see
increases that are "gradual and limited."
The challenge for the bank is the age-old one
of avoiding credit and asset price excess without derailing growth. But, given how tough the
last six years have been for the economy, the
bank doubtless prefers instead to worry that UK
growth might just be too strong.

Endnotes
1. Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and fiscal outlook, March 2014, http://budgetresponsibility.org.uk/category/
topics/economic-forecasts.
2. “CBI Industrial Trends Survey,” April 2014, http://www.cbi.org.uk/media-centre/press-releases/2014/04/
optimism-among-manufacturers-sees-fastest-rise-since-the-early-70s-cbi-survey/.
3. Bank of England, “Mark Carney’s speech at the mansion house bankers and merchants dinner,” June 12, 2014,
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Pages/speeches/2014/736.aspx.
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Economic indices
GDP growth rates (percentage, year over year)
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Yield curves (as of June 27, 2014)*
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actives

Russia‡

3 months

0.03

0.43

0.19

0.24

10.91

3.02

8.58

7.62

1 year

0.10

0.48

0.05

0.07

11.01

3.40

8.39

7.78

5 years

1.65

2.01

0.34

0.17

11.73

3.85

8.62

8.11

10 years

2.53

2.64

1.25

0.57

11.96

4.09

8.73

8.45

Composite median GDP forecasts (as of June 27, 2014)*
US

UK

Eurozone

Japan

Brazil

China

Russia

2014

2.2

3

1.1

1.5

1.4

7.4

0.5

2015

3

2.5

1.5

1.2

1.8

7.2

1.75

2016

3

2.4

1.5

1.2

2.6

7.2

2.3

2015

2016

2017

Composite median currency forecasts (as of June 27, 2014)*
Q1 14

Q2 14

Q3 14

Q4 14

GBP-USD

1.68

1.67

1.67

1.66

1.67

1.6

1.62

Euro-USD

1.34

1.31

1.3

1.28

1.31

1.27

1.28
107

USD-Yen

105

106

108

109

106

112

USD-Brazilian real

2.31

2.41

2.45

2.5

2.41

2.45

2.2

USD-Chinese yuan

6.19

6.15

6.12

6.05

6.2

6

5.92

USD-Indian rupee

59

59.56

59.95

61

59.56

63.3

61.25

USD-Russian ruble

35.5

36.41

36.28

36.4

36.41

37.15

36.85

OECD composite leading indicators (amplitude adjusted)†
US

UK

Dec 11

99.7

99.0

Jan 12

99.6

99.1

Feb 12

99.6

99.3

Mar 12

99.7

Apr 12
May 12
Jun 12

India

Russia
Federation

99.9

99.9

100.4

99.9

99.8

100.0

100.5

99.9

99.7

99.7

99.4

100.6

100.0

99.6

99.6

98.8

99.4

100.6

100.0

99.5

99.5

98.8

99.4

100.7

100.1

99.4

99.5

98.9

99.5

100.6

100.2

99.3

99.4

100.5

100.3

99.2

99.4

100.3

100.3

99.0

99.4

Eurozone

Japan

Brazil

China

99.1

99.7

100.3

99.0

99.6

100.4

98.9

99.5

99.5

98.8

99.8

99.7

99.9

99.8

100.0

99.8

Jul 12

100.1

99.9

99.0

99.7

Aug 12

100.2

99.9

99.2

99.9

Sep 12

100.3

99.9

99.3

100.1

100.1

100.1

98.9

99.4

Oct 12

100.4

100.0

99.4

100.3

99.9

100.0

98.8

99.4

Nov 12

100.4

100.0

99.6

100.5

99.6

99.9

98.7

99.5

Dec 12

100.5

100.2

99.7

100.7

99.4

99.7

98.5

99.5

Jan 13

100.6

100.4

99.9

100.8

99.2

99.7

98.4

99.6

Feb 13

100.6

100.6

100.1

100.9

99.1

99.6

98.3

99.7

Mar 13

100.6

100.8

100.3

101.1

99.1

99.6

98.2

99.8

Apr 13

100.6

101.0

100.5

101.2

99.1

99.5

98.1

99.8

May 13

100.6

101.0

100.7

101.2

99.1

99.4

98.0

99.8

Jun 13

100.5

101.1

100.8

101.2

99.0

99.2

98.0

99.7

Jul 13

100.5

101.1

100.9

101.1

98.9

99.0

97.9

99.6

Aug 13

100.5

101.1

101.0

100.9

98.8

98.8

97.9

99.4

Sep 13

100.5

101.1

101.1

100.7

98.6

98.6

97.9

99.3

Oct 13

100.5

101.1

101.1

100.6

98.5

98.6

97.9

99.2

*Source: Bloomberg

‡MICEX rates

†Source: OCED

Note: A rising CLI reading points to an economic expansion if the index is above 100 and a recovery if it is below 100. A CLI which is declining points to an economic
downturn if it is above 100 and a slowdown if it is below 100.
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Additional resources

Deloitte Research thought leadership
Asia Pacific Economic Outlook, July 2014: China, India, Indonesia, Philippines
United States Economic Forecast, Volume 2 Issue 2

Issue by the Numbers, June 2014: The geography of jobs: Mapping the recovery
Please visit www.deloitte.com/research for the latest Deloitte Research thought leadership or
contact Deloitte Services LP at: research@deloitte.com.
For more information about Deloitte Research, please contact
John Shumadine, Director, Deloitte Research, part of Deloitte Services LP,
at +1 703.251.1800 or via e-mail at jshumadine@deloitte.com.
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